
 



 

How Can Tour Companies Reach More      

People on Facebook? 

For small tour companies, as well as travel agencies, Facebook is the            

place to go for more customers. In this free Guide, you will learn why and               

how.  

Facebook has about 1.18 billion active users daily. 43% of them are            

Millennials, people born between 1980 and 2000. They are the largest           

generation in US to date (92 million). Facebook is the most popular            

network for travelling Millennials. 87% of them use it for travel inspiration.  

Almost all Millennials post photos, videos and updates to social media           

during their travel.  

This is another reason why tour companies should enable social sharing           

on their website. Don’t miss out on this free advertising opportunity.  
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How Facebook Advertising Works? 

Facebook generates valuable interest in your business through their         

interests  (or likes) and  targeting .  

 

Its targeting gives you a pretty good feeling of a person. This is because              

Facebook created a natural environment for users. Don’t we all use it in             

our free time, acting casual and liking what we are interested in?  

 

Facebook users are checking their profile many times a day. They are            

sharing with their friends: content, media, articles they love… everything          

they are interested in.  

This natural environment is where Facebook targeting and advertising         

stands out. It is a great opportunity for tour companies to promote to             

people who have already been showing interest in travel and adventure. 
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Best Way for Tour Company Promotion on       

Facebook 

‘Boost Post’ is the easiest way to reach more audience on Facebook. It             

allows you to reach not only your fans but also their friends. Depends on              

how you set your targeting.  

 

First you must decide what you seek to accomplish with running your            

Facebook campaign.  

 

When you are thinking about your campaign objective, have in mind the            

“promise” you will give to your target audience. It must be something            

they are interested in to make them click your link. Your promise to your              

audience is the reason why they would become your fan and customer. 

 

Following these 4 simple rules will help with delivering a valuable           

promise : 

● Be relevant - write a few motivational sentences that will invite           

your fans to do what you want them to, for example, to book your              

tour. 

● Be visually appealing – include beautiful images with a link to your            

website where a person can book your tour. Or, even better, you            

can include videos to your message. They are a growing hit! You            

can check in our recent article how to create great images for your             

social media campaigns.  
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For example, Orioly, as a tour booking software, can be used for            

creating promotional posts of your tours on social media. It will           

include your ‘book now’ page link to the images in your posts.  

● Be clear and concise  - the shorter your message, the better. 

● Include a call-to-action (CTA) - ask people to share, comment,          

like, sign-up, book now, etc. This is also a feature already           

integrated with Orioly to help you with promoting your tours on           

social media. Orioly has a CTA integrated and you can modify your            

CTA text as you like. 

Tip : check what big brands are doing and get creative to come up with a               

good idea that will connect with your target market. 

 

Step-by-Step to Promoting your Post: Decide      

on your Audience, Price and Time 

On your Facebook Page, you’ve already published some posts. Which          

ones got the most likes? Pick one and start with it.  

You can check your Facebook Audience Insights for detailed analytics of           

your posts performance. To help you with your Insights, we created a            

report How to use Facebook Insights for your Tour Success. 

Or you can create and post a brand new post as you normally would.  

After you picked the post you’d want to promote to attract more people,             

follow these steps: 
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Click “Boost your post” - a button in the bottom of each post you              

published. You will be navigated to a simple step-by-step targeting          

section. From there you will be able to click and choose precisely what             

kind of people you wish your boosted post to reach. 

 

● Click “Edit Audience” - adapt your targeting according to         

audience country/region/city, age range, gender and interests. 
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● Decide on your budget - for example, if you choose to invest            

$2.00 (the minimum budget is $1.00 per day), you will be shown an             

estimated reach you get for your budget. For $15.00, you can           

expect 3,600 - 9,600 people will see your post. It is best to start              

with a small investment. You can refine later based on the results            

analysis.  
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● Track your ad - over 1, 7 or 14 days; or pick a custom date. Up to                 

you. Then it will show you how much exactly you will be spending             

each day.  

● “ Choose a pixel” - an extra option you can install into your Ads             

Manager. It’s meant for tracking who converts (makes a         

booking) as a result of your Facebook Ads. Also, Facebook will          

show your ads to people who are most likely to convert.           

Information provide by a pixel, can help you fine tune your future            

ads. If you want to learn how to install a Facebook pixel, here is a               

step by step guide. 
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● Align with Facebook Terms and Conditions - and you are ready           

to hit “Boost”. Facebook reviews every ad, so you must be in the             

confines of their terms and conditions.  

●  
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Think Value, not Promotion 

For building a follower list on Facebook successfully, adopt a mindset to            

deliver value . Not just predictable advertisements. This will undoubtedly         

help you to keep your fans engaged and interested, not pushed away.  

It is essential to publish your offer in a post more than once to remind               

your fans about it. If you choose to boost your post, you will reach your               

fans, their friends, and the audience you choose to target in the Boost             

Post settings. 

And that’s it ☺  

In the How to Use Facebook Insights for your Tour Business Success            

guide, we show you how to best track results of your Facebook            

campaigns. And how to get to know your fans. This helps to improve             

your future campaigns. 
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